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AFGHAN NEWS CHANNEL WINS AFP KATE WEBB PRIZE
INDEPENDENT AFGHAN TV NEWS STATION TOLO HAS WON THE 2016 AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE KATE WEBB PRIZE
FOR ITS CONSISTENTLY FEARLESS WORK REPORTING IN ONE OF THE WORLD'S MOST DANGEROUS COUNTRIES.
The prize, with a 3,000 euro purse, honours journalists working in perilous or difficult conditions in Asia, and is
named after a crusading AFP reporter who died in 2007 at the age of 64, after a career covering the world's
troublespots -- including Afghanistan.
TOLO News is a privately-run station that is often critical of the insurgent groups that wreak carnage across
Afghanistan. Its journalists are among a small band of media workers who put their lives on the line to explain what
is happening in their war-wracked country.
“We are recognising Tolo News for its courageous work telling the stories of the people of Afghanistan, a place
that is becoming ever more hostile for the media," said Philippe Massonnet, AFP’s regional director for the AsiaPacific region, and jury chairman. “By awarding the prize to TOLO as an organisation, we are also recognising the
extraordinary work carried out by all Afghan journalists in ever-deteriorating conditions,” he added.
TOLO News has already paid the ultimate price for its dedication: seven of its employees were killed in a targeted
Taliban suicide bombing in January 2016, an attack denounced by rights groups as a "war crime".
Lotfullah Najafizada, the director of TOLO News, said the loss of so many valued friends and colleagues had
made 2016 a difficult year. “This is a great honor for TOLO News,” he said. “The late Kate Webb was an
inspiration to dozens of our journalists, who like Kate, have earned a reputation for being fearless in the face of
adversity."
Organisations like TOLO are vital if the world is to understand the horrific effect that years of conflict have had on
the people of Afghanistan, said Massonnet. "At AFP we are only too keenly aware of the dangers faced by
reporters working in the country, having lost one of our own colleagues there in a bombing two years ago," he
added.
Rachel Miller, Kate Webb’s sister and a member of the jury, said the family was delighted by the special award of
the prize to TOLO. “Afghanistan held a very special place in Kate’s heart,” said Miller. “She worked there in the
1990s and forged close friendships with Afghans that lasted for the rest of her life.” “Kate was always awed at the
incredible work of Afghan journalists in unimaginably difficult circumstances. I know she would have been very
proud of TOLO’s extraordinary courage and contribution to Afghan journalism.”
Saad Mohseni, Chairman and CEO of MOBY Group, which owns TOLO, said he was proud of Lotfullah Najafizada
and the TOLO team. "Their dedication to free and independent reporting has contributed to building a freer, more
tolerant and democratic Afghanistan.”

About the Prize
Born in New Zealand, Kate Webb earned a reputation as a fearless reporter while covering wars and other historic
events in Asia during a career spanning four decades. She made her name in Vietnam and also worked in Cambodia,
Indonesia, Thailand, the Philippines, India, South Korea and the Middle East. She was known for her kindness and
compassion and became a mentor to younger Asian journalists.
The prize is administered by the AFP Foundation – a non-profit-making, organization set up to promote press freedom
through training journalists in developing countries – and by the Webb family. It was first awarded in 2008.
About AFP:
AFP is a global news agency delivering fast, accurate, in-depth coverage of the events shaping our world from conflicts
to politics, sports, entertainment and the latest breakthroughs in health, science and technology. With 2,326 staff spread
across almost every country, AFP covers the world 24 hours a day in six languages. AFP delivers the news in video, text,
photos, multimedia and graphics to a wide range of customers including newspapers and magazines, radio and TV
channels, web sites and portals, mobile operators, corporate clients as well as public institutions.
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